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“And He [Jesus] sent them to preach the kingdom of God, and to heal the sick”' (Luke 9:2.)
“Then saith he [Jesus] to the man, Stretch forth thine hand. And he stretched it forth; and it was restored whole, like as
the other. Then the Pharisees went out and held a council against him, how they might destroy him.” (Matthew 12:13-14.)

GREETINGS IN JESUS CHRIST:
In all four Gospels, God’s Word reveals that Jesus’
healing of the sick so angered the Pharisees they wanted
to kill Him to stop His healings. Further in this letter you
will see that the Pharisees’ descendants today also
insanely hate and despise the healing of non-Pharisees.
You have received Pastor Ben Williams’ letter
about my being struck with cancer. “Struck” is a deliberate word as the symptoms and the incapacity came on
over a very short time.
Anyway, I must praise the God of Israel that I am
home and able to write a letter to anyone, even though I
am still weak, have much of the disability of the ravages
of the cancer, and must depend upon God for Mercy to
continue.
I shall give a very brief account of the last four
months so you can better understand why I did what I
did and my situation now as well as that of AMERICA’S
PROMISE’s staff and work.
In December, I began to have signs of digestive
problems. On the 8th of January, when I requested a
series of colonics at a local, natural-health oriented
clinic, because of the already noticeable weight-loss,
they suggested a barium x-ray of the lower abdomen
before proceeding with colonics. When the report came
back several days later, the x-rays showed a four inch
long tumor in the descending colon, almost blocking it.
The recommendation was immediate surgery for its
removal.
Pastor Pete Peters of Colorado and Pastor Earl
Jones were here the weekend that all this was revealed.
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As Elders in the Church, they and Pastor Williams
anointed me and laid hands on me, praying for my
healing.
Two days later, whether wise or foolish, I began a
cleansing as per Dr Irons and his colema board, in ten
days expelling many pints of mucous and other horrible
looking material, thinking I might then go to the Keller
clinic in Mexico. However, by a very strange way
(God’s Hand or whatever) I was informed that Keller
was “all closed down in Mexico”. The information came
in such a manner that I never once thought to seek
verification, having already known they had driven him
from Louisiana and Texas and from Matamoros, Mexico
across from Brownsville.
I therefore thought to continue the cleansing and to
decide in a couple of weeks what to do. However, suddenly my abdomen began to swell, in less than six days
looking like that of an elf, and I began to rapidly lose
muscle and flesh in the arms and legs. Consultation with
several friends who have long experience in the natural
health field ended with one consensus, “Pastor, the
tumor, or possibly tumors must be growing rapidly and
are almost certainly cancerous. You must get the colon
blockage out, there is really no time for anything else.
The views and opinions expressed in the articles herein or herewith are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of CIM. They are written by
fallible men. You must ask Jesus to guide your studies!
CIM reserves the right to edit submitted or reprinted material in line with
CIM editorial policy. CIM does the utmost to ensure that the spirit of
articles remains intact at all times.
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Then, when the colon is unblocked, you will have time
for any one of several methods of treating for cancer, in
Mexico or wherever.”
They recommended two M.D.s, a proctologist and a
surgeon, both recommended as not doing any unnecessary surgery, and not doing any treatment without a full
explanation to me beforehand. After examination they
agreed, immediate surgery to remove about twelve
inches of the descending colon where the tumor was and
sew it back up.
However, both told me it was highly possible there
were other tumors OUTSIDE of the colon, tumors that
would not have shown on the x-ray, and if so, they might
or might not recommend their surgical removal, they
might not even be able to be surgically removed if they
were growing in the abdominal wall. I told them that if
they found other tumors outside the colon or on other
organs, they were not to remove them, but unblock the
colon and stop there. They also explained if the colon
had deteriorated, they wouldn’t be able to cut out the
part and sew it together, but would have to give me a
colostomy, to be reversed when I had recovered my
health.
The surgery was on February 13th. They found a
larger tumor outside the colon, growing into the abdominal wall and not removable, plus numerous grapelike tumors along the colon and the one blocking the
colon not operable, so they gave me a colostomy above
the descending colon and closed me up. They also took
five liters of fluid (six quarts) from the abdominal cavity.
They then informed my wife, Pastor Williams, and
Pastor Earl Jones, who consulted with them, the tumors
were cancerous, growing very rapidly, that “we have no
treatment here” and that I could go home as soon as my
stomach and digestive system began to function as the
antibiotics left my body. They explained the six quarts of
fluid was from the tumors, that I would have to be
“drained” periodically, and their prognosis was, as stated
in Pastor Williams’ letter, 6-12 weeks.
By another coincidence (?), the day before I entered
the hospital, I was informed the Keller clinic in Tijuana
was NOT closed. However, I went ahead with the surgery, since it was an emergency where my digestive
system was “shutdown”. My wife and I decided that
whatever the outcome of the surgery, we would go to
Tijuana, which we did upon my release February 19th.
My abdomen had already swelled about two inches in
the six days after the surgery, filling up with fluid.
In Tijuana, I was treated with natural substances for
three weeks; the swelling slowed and stopped and on the
fifth day, I actually passed through my rectum the tumor
from the lower colon. Other signs indicated the other
tumors had ceased to grow. However, I continued to
slowly lose weight, which was explained as my body
“cannibalizing” protein to protect my vital organs. That
is the explanation I received back-here from folks in the
natural health field also and it can be slowed and stopped
with diet, supplements, etc., and of course, with God
Almighty.
In all of this, I want you all to know neither Pastor
Emry nor Mrs Emry believe ANY man’s treatment can
be of any value except it is in God’s Will that the individual comes through the illness or disability. My short
association with Jimmy Keller proved he believes no
healing takes place without Jesus Christ.
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My status now seems almost certain no cancer or
tumor growth, all organs are functioning, and, God
willing, the loss of weight will be slowed and stopped in
God’s Time. I thank God for the prayers and the concern
of so many who called and wrote, and are still doing so.
Please continue to pray for me, not only that I shall
return to health, but that God will cleanse my body,
mind, and spirit, that I might be a fit vessel to carry His
Word to Israel.
Now, the hospital, surgery, and all the rest, was not
much in the way of money compared to my heart surgery
a year ago. I DO NOT ASK, NOR DO I WANT,
CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARD THAT END!
However, there is something you can do with money you might want to give toward the continuance of
natural treatments for cancer. That is to send contributions to help Jimmy Keller and his family. Jimmy has
been called a “quack” by the national news media,
harassed by the AMA, the FBI, and on and on. He is
convinced, and I believe he may be right, that Ken
Anderson here and Dr Wickman were arrested, tried and
railroaded to conviction as part of the whole, nationwide plan, to use such news and convictions to get the
so-called “anti-quack” bill through Congress that would
have required even a Doctor’s prescription for vitamins!
Anderson and Wickman were easier targets than
Jimmy Keller since they had only a few cancer patients
in their background while Jimmy Keller has treated
almost one thousand over nine years. Not being able to
arrest Jimmy in Mexico, they arrested four people in the
U.S. associated with him and also arrested his son,
David, and charged them all with “conspiracy to defraud”. David’s “crime” was that when he went to visit
his father in Mexico he gave a ride to a cancer patient.
At the end of the first week of the trial, two defendants
were dismissed and two women pleaded guilty to a
felony, one because the FBI threatened to arrest her aged
parents on “conspiracy to defraud” because “they took
phone calls for you”. She was told they wouldn’t be
arrested, “if you plead guilty”! To protect them, she did.
Such is U.S. “justice”.
David was left as the only defendant. The other four
defendants had a list of thirty of Jimmy’s former patients
to testify, but David had not listed them in his defense,
thinking he didn’t have to. With the others out, now he
couldn’t call those witnesses and was left without any
defense witnesses! His court-appointed attorney made a
short defense, the jury found him “guilty”, and he awaits
sentencing January 22nd for up to five years in Federal
Prison, He has a young wife expecting a baby, has no
money and Jimmy had to spend everything he had to
prepare for his trial. Jimmy’s brother, his father, and his
son, all are almost without funds.
Sometime after Jimmy Keller moved to Mexico, he
was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on “conspiracy to
commit fraud”. Some wonder why he does not return
and prove his innocence, but he has reason to fear his
enemies will kill him, not prosecute him. A great part of
that belief on his part is that after he moved his clinic to
a resort hotel south of Tijuana, one day forty Mexican
Police and three FBI agents stormed the offices with
guns drawn.
Jimmy and some help were treating a patient in a
room near the end of the motel and seeing what was
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happening, walked out the back a half mile to the beach
and two miles to a house they had rented the day before.
It turned out to be a lifesaver that they did that, as
they found out the FBI agents had bribed some Mexican
official with $40,000 to assemble the forty police and
had given each of them a photograph of Jimmy with a
dire warning he was “armed and dangerous”, had said he
would shoot anyone trying to arrest him and that he
should be “shot on sight”! Apparently the FBI agents
figured the nervous Mexican Policemen would simply
shoot Keller as soon as they saw him, the FBI agents
would get in their car in the confusion, go back across
the border and leave the Mexicans to explain how come
they had shot an American!
Due to God’s grace, the murder scheme did not
work and Jimmy’s Mexican lawyer got a Mexican judge
to sign an order for the Mexican Police to leave the
clinic, which they did. The FBI agents barely escaped
arrest themselves and fled back to the U.S. Of course,
they had no authority in Mexico under either U.S. or
Mexican law. They were acting as paid assassins. Ask
yourself: Would the Pharisees who run the FBI carry out
such an operation just to get rid of some small-time
swindler? Or is it more likely they were acting as their
fathers did as recorded in Matthew 12? (Read the Scriptures at the beginning of this letter again.)
That all took place months ago, but I can understand why Jimmy sincerely believes if he came back to
the U.S. and gave himself up to U.S. officials, he would
not live to go to trial. He plans to stay in Mexico and
help people as long as he can.
And that is where you come in. FBI (or some U.S.
agents) have also gone to many of Jimmy’s ex-cancer
patients, threatening them with arrest on “conspiracy” if
they recommend others go to Mexico to Mr Keller.
Except for the bravest, most have shut up and new
patient referrals have fallen drastically. Also, back in
Louisiana and Texas where he was best known, the news
media has unmercifully smeared him for months on end.
At the same time, the legal defense for his son has taken
all extra money he could scrape up. He is operating
almost hand to mouth.
So, right now, I really believe you would be doing a
good, Christian work, if you were to send a generous
offering to help the Keller family. Jimmy defied the
authorities and treated cancer patients for seven years in
Louisiana. Most of you have read part of his story in that
pamphlet. He was able to continue for a long time because he had saved the lives of relatives of high State
officials and for a long time they stopped the Feds from
doing anything. However, when the AMA and the FDA
wanted to bring all vitamins and food supplements under
“M.D. Prescription”, they began the campaign to use
Jimmy as a scapegoat and to destroy him.
By the way, it now appears they had another reason
for wanting to discredit and destroy Jimmy Keller. In his
years of treating cancer victims in Louisiana with laetrile, because of the high colored population, many of his
patients were Negroes, AND SOME HAD SICKLE
CELL ANEMIA ALSO!
To his pleasant surprise, and theirs, the laetrile apparently suppressed the sickle cell anemia! Blacks who
had almost lost the ability to control their limbs or walk,
found not only their cancer gone, but their nerves and
limbs restored from sickle cell anemia! Negroes in the
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Louisiana State Health Department found out about it
and began privately telling sickle cell anemia victims to
get private treatment with laetrile. However, when the
"big wheels" in the State AMA and Health Department
found out about it, they came down on those people and
Keller like a ton of bricks. (I saw copies of news articles
on this.) They don’t want a cure for sickle cell anemia
any more than their fathers wanted Jesus to heal the sick.
There is too much money to be made treating tens of
thousands of blacks for years and years with useless
treatments for it!
So, right now, today, will you sit down and send a
love offering to Jimmy Keller’s father for Jimmy, for
David, and for Ron, the brother? I say send it right away,
because it is not beyond the FBI to try to stop such by
short-stopping mail. Mail to him in Tijuana is not getting
through. He thinks it is stopped in the U.S. Post Office
on the U.S. side.
Jimmy’s father’s details are: Guy Keller, Route #1,
Box 233, Winnie, Texas 77665. Postal Money Orders
are best. Write him a short note as to why you are sending this and he will see it helps the boys. Be sure to tell
him it is a “'gift” so the IRS can’t claim later it was
“income”. By the way, his wife, the boy’s mother, died
of a heart attack last October, very possibly aggravated
by what was being said and done about her sons.
Anything you can send will please me, and I am
sure it will be pleasing to the God of our Fathers. Make
it a generous offering. Some of you can send hundreds of
dollars, perhaps more. They need, not thousands of
dollars, but tens of thousands of dollars to get back on
their feet. (David’s appeal will be a great expense.) As a
family, they have given up almost everything to try to
bring help to American cancer victims. Hundreds owe
them a debt of gratitude they can never repay. Your gifts
will repay to some extent in a real way.
None of the Kellers know I am writing this letter. It
is my idea, not theirs. When it is ready to send out, I will
alert the father, Mr Guy Keller. That will be the first they
will know about it. There is much more I could tell. I am
just loaded with information about what cancer is and
why it is. I spent hours listening to Mr Keller and reading material he had. Some of the information shocked
me as I had not heard it before. God willing, I will write
it up in future Newsletters, but for now most of it will
have to wait. God willing, I shall be restored by the God
of Israel, and I pray that He helps me learn and pass on
things that will be a blessing to His People everywhere.
Please get that Money Order in the mail today or
tomorrow. I believe God will bless you for it. And don’t
forget to pray for the whole Keller family and those who
work with them and risk the same dangers. (Don’t send
any gifts to me for the Kellers. There is a logical reason
which I won’t explain here).
And please continue your prayers, for me, for my
wife, children, and grandchildren, for Pastor Williams
and his family, and for the staff and congregation here.
They are all a great blessing to me, as I am sure you
know.
May the God of Israel bless each and every one of
you and keep you in His loving care til kingdom come,
in Jesus Christ,
Pastor Sheldon Emry
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MAY 16, 1985
SHELDON EMRY CANCER
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

GREETINGS IN JESUS CHRIST:
I had indicated earlier that we would put out a report on what I had learned about cancer and cancer
treatments, both from my experience of the last four
months, and also from the voluminous materials sent to
me by well-wishers.
In all of the information received, and the material
read, there is one book that stands out as so complete and
well done, THAT I MUST RECOMMEND IT AS
ESSENTIAL TO EVERY AMERICAN CONCERNED
ABOUT CANCER. Because it is so complete, we shall
not even attempt to compile our own report, but simply
stress, “Get that book”! Before I give its title, etc., I want
to make some observations which I feel will be helpful
to you in relation to any degenerative diseases.
Since I had the Tumorex treatment at the Keller
Clinic in Mexico, I have received and studied information on that and a dozen other types of non-toxic
treatments. Although the Keller treatment seemed to
have stopped, or very much slowed, the growth of my
tumors and almost certainly saved my life in the short
run, I have arrived at the conclusion that neither it, nor
necessarily any other one modality is the answer for
everyone.
Every person is different. Here are a few of the variables, some of them so important one type of treatment
may have little effect and another be startlingly successful:
Age, overall body strength, other ailments, length
of time cancer or tumors have been growing, type of
cancer, when and how much surgery, radiation or chemotherapy, condition of digestive system (very important),
vital organs affected (spleen, kidneys, liver, colon,
stomach, female or male organs, pancreas, thyroid,
thymus, brain, lymph, bones, blood, etc.) and how much
each or all are affected.
Money available can also be a deciding factor. As
an example, a person in the eastern U.S. could fly to the
Dr Hans Nieper Clinic in Germany, one with a high rate
of help in cancer, heart and MS, and be treated for less or
not much more than some treatments in Tijuana, Mexico.
I have arrived at the conclusion that every person,
rather than accepting a single recommendation by another person, must himself INVESTIGATE SEVERAL
MODALITIES AND CLINICS AND THEN MAKE A
DECISION AFTER HIS OWN INVESTIGATION
AND MUCH PRAYER.
Another fact of life usually not considered is that
NONE of the clinical treatments can restore you to full
4
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health in days or weeks. Even if the treatment ends the
immediate threat of death, many people may need
weeks, months, or even years of strict diet, supplement
and exercise regimen afterwards before they are “out of
danger”. There is still no “magic bullet”.
Because of all of that, to be of the best service to
you, I can NOT, in good conscience, tell you that such
and such a clinic or treatment is best for you. With all
the variables, new treatments emerging, changing treatments, etc., picking one will have to be, as I stated
above, your decision AFTER INVESTIGATION AND
PRAYER.
Therefore, I have gone over much material, listened
to many people, considered my own experience, and
arrived at the conclusion that the BEST FAVOR I can do
anyone who wants information on non-toxic treatments
is to tell you to spend $11 to buy, and then take several
hours to read, CRACKDOWN ON CANCER WITH
GOOD NUTRITION by Ruth Yale Long, Ph.D.
I had thought to write up some general recommended diets. She has done this in detail in the book. I had
thought to provide a list of doctors and clinics here and
in other countries. She has them listed in the book, many
with some detail as to what they do, success rate, etc. I
had thought to list reasons why some supplements are
needed and what they do. She has pages and pages on
them. I had thought to provide sources of nutritional
supplements. She has them in the book.
In plain words, anything we might have been able
to do in a small way in a few weeks to give you the
needed information, she has already done in a big way
and compiled it all in a 160-page book with large, 8 ½” x
11” pages. It can be obtained by you, as quickly as the
post office will deliver, by sending $11 (which includes
postage and handling) to Nutrition Education Association, Inc. P.O, Box 20301, Houston, TX 77225.
If you, or someone you love, is affected by any of
the degenerative diseases, or even if you want to prevent
them, I heartily recommend you order the above book
without delay.
May the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob bless
and keep His People and deliver us from the hand of all
those who hate us.
In and through Jesus Christ,

Pastor Emry
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ELECTIONS. I have just read that in South Australia, State Parliament is trying to introduce legislation for
having fixed four year terms. While there will be arguments
for support from both sides. I would like to offer some
observations. Quoting from “CAM Report”, “This bill
would install a government for a fixed four-year term and
there would be no way the people could remove it - even
though it was the most corrupt government we have had.”
Is that not the case now? Elections are called when
those in power think the time is most favourable to them,
and, once elected have a “mandate” to do whatever they
please. If elections were held on pre-arranged dates, as in
the U,S, there would be no “favourable time” to take
advantage of. And if this was also coupled with their (U.S.)
system of recall elections, it would certainly put far more
control back with the people than the present system.
As an example, what will happen to the Federal Government after it decides at the tax summit to drastically
increase overall taxation, as commanded by the money
powers who want their interest on the National Debt? The
people certainly do not want increased taxation. It would
appear that even the 2.6% wage increase which has just
been granted is almost half gone in taxation before the
wage-earner gets to see it. Where is the mandate? And yet,
can the government be removed because of those things?
However, with recall elections, each electorate can
hold a public meeting, and elect a new representative in
place of the one who did not vote according to the wishes
of his electorate. Talk about keeping them honest.
BILL OF RIGHTS. I would also like to comment on
the “Australian Bill of Rights” article. As Pastor Emry said
to the Representatives in Washington some years ago, God
has decreed punishment on this nation for disobedience to
His Laws. Therefore it will make little, if any, difference
whether you oppose the giveaway of the Panama Canal or
not, because either way, the U.S. lost control of it.
I feel much the same comment could be given here.
Because although there is some talk of Christian concepts,
and Common Law, there is NO NATIONAL
REPENTANCE FOR DISOBEDIENCE, therefore God
will continue to punish the nation one way or another.
Already there has been much flood and storm damage.
Aliens are coming into the country in ever increasing
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numbers. And because we have totally disregarded the
Sabbatical year of cancellation of debts, and the year of
Jubilee, we are going into ever increasing debt, from which
there will be no escape, except we turn to God’s Law and
CANCEL THE DEBTS.
Some still manage to talk about a “future tribulation”
without being able to see (or not wanting to see) that
tribulation in ever increasing intensity has been with the
Christian West for a considerable le8gth of time.
For further enlightenment on this point may I suggest
you send $1 (in postage stamps will be fine) and get a copy
of Pastor Emry’s booklet THE BIBLE SAYS RUSSIA
WILL INVADE AMERICA, AND BE DEFEATED. Read
particularly pages 25 and 26 in relation to the above!
BEDINI’S FREE ENERGY GENERATOR. Imagine having a small D.C. electrical motor sitting on your
laboratory bench powered by a common 12 volt battery.
Imagine starting with a fully charged battery and connecting it to the motor with no other power input. Obviously,
the motor is going to run off the battery, but by conventional thinking it will stop when the battery runs down. But, the
battery on the Bedini Free Energy Generator doesn’t run
down! It’s running off the principles of electromagnetics
that Nikola Tesla discovered shortly before 1900 in his
Colorado Springs experiments. It’s running off the rivers
and oceans of seething energy of empty vacuum - just as
Nikola Tesla proved.
Specifications for building the “Bedini Device”, are
contained in “Bedini’s Free Energy Generator”, by John C.
Bedini, from the Tesla Book Company, 1580 Magnolia
Ave., Millbrae, CA 94030 U.S.A. (So much of this type of
knowledge is suppressed. This article came from The
Bulletin from The Committee to restore the Constitution.
P.O. Box 986 Fort Collins, CO 80522 U.S.A.).
HORVATH HYDROGEN CAR. That also reminds
me of the Horvath Hydrogen Car which was invented in
Australia, patented in 1974 through 1978. I wonder why it
is that we hear no more about it. Anybody wanting more
details, write me. I have copies of the patents.
BRITAIN SHIPS $1 MILLION IN WHISKEY TO
“STARVING” ETHIPPIANS FOR RED CASH. (Spot-
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light of December 24, 1984, 300 Independence Ave., S.E.
Washington, DC 20003). The British government, never
reluctant to make a deal with anyone, has permitted exporters to ship 46,000 cases of Haig & Haig and Johnny Walker
scotch whiskey to Ethiopia. It was a cash deal.
WORD LEAKS OUT. Some of this information has
emerged in Britain, although the Oppenheimer-controlled
Rupert Murdoch press has done its best to keep a blanket of
secrecy over the shameful scenario. For example, dock
workers in Britain discovered that the Scotch whisky and
other luxury items being shipped (for cash) to Ethiopia
were in boxes labelled “Ethiopian relief”. Some newspapers
in Britain have mentioned it, but not the Murdoch press.
The Dergue (government) scientifically created the
“famine”. Although rainfall has been less than normal in
the horn of Africa, dams were opened, and reservoirs
drained in Ethiopia to ensure crop failures and the resultant
peasant starvation, to exterminate the Ethiopian and Eritrean tribes that have been resisting the communist regime.
The weather has been a secondary cause of the "famine".
The communist Ethiopian government has been selling the food supplied so obligingly by American (and to a
lesser extent, other free world) taxpayers to Sudan and
other countries while it is killing off its own people. Many
of the politicians, celebrities and newsmen who have gone
to Ethiopia to exploit the “famine” realize this, but it would
be considered “bad form” to tell the taxpayers.
.
SECRET DEAL. “Jane’s Defense Weekly”, an authoritative London-based military journal, reported that
Israel and Communist China signed a secret $3billion
military deal. The first suggestion of arms business being
conducted between the two nations appeared when diplomats in Peking spotted Israeli-made cannons mounted on
Chinese tanks on parade. It has also been reported that 800
Israeli advisers are attached to Chinese army and air force
units, to train the Chinese in the use of newly purchased
Israeli war equipment.
RACISM? NOT WELCOME. A Black religious
group known as the Black Hebrews will not be allowed to
remain in Israel, according to Dov Shilansky, a deputy
minister in the Prime minister’s office. Estimates on the
numbers of Black Hebrews who entered the country on
tourist visas, and then remained after they had expired,
range from 900 to 3,000.
The Israeli high court of Justice ruled that the Black
Hebrews were “not Jewish”, and thus were not allowed to
enter Israel under the “Law of Return”, which automatically
grants citizenship to all Jews who come to Israel.
According to Shilansky, the Black Hebrews, who consider themselves Jewish, are “worse than the P.L.O. They
want to take over”.
CUTT'ING TIES TO N.A.T.O. CALLED BEST
MOVE TO THREATEN U.S.S.R. By refusing to trim a
single dime from the Pentagon’s enormous $300 billion
budget, President Ronald Reagan has missed a golden
opportunity to slash the federal deficit substantially and
create a viable threat to Soviet communism on the European frontier.
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The internationalist paper tiger known as NATO
should be at the top of the President’s budget-cutting
agenda. There lie $150 billion in potential Defense Department savings. The elimination of this subsidy to the “Atlantic Alliance” would not subtract one scintilla from America’s national security.
Instead, it would signal a return to George Washington’s foreign policy of avoiding permanent alliances. It
would strike a fatal blow to the long held goal of the internationalists to forge a regional government out of NATO,
and would resurrect Germany as a powerful frontline foe of
Bolshevism in Europe. \
NATO is little more than a regional arm of the United
Nations. It is a stepping stone to a global super state.
CREATURE OF UNITED NATIONS. Few realize
that NATO is a creature of the communist-infested United
Nations. It is based on Article 51 of the UN Charter, which
pertains to collective self-defense against armed attack. The
preamble of the NATO treaty reaffirms “faith in the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations”.
Article 1 of the treaty vows to settle disputes in accordance
with the UN Charter and to refrain from pursuing policies
that are “inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations”. Article 5 of the NATO Treaty, based as it is on
Article 51 of the UN Charter, would allow the United States
to act in self' defense (if attacked) only until the United
Nations was in a position to take charge of the situation,
and even then we would be obliged to inform the United
Nations of our every action or intent. Let us remember that
the U.N. department we would be obliged to report to
would be the Security Council, including its undersecretary for political and Security Council affairs, almost
always a communist. Article 2 of the NATO pact provides
the legal basis for an “Atlantic Union” with a supranational
government, all under the auspices of the United Nations.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT. (Spotlight January 7,
1985). The United Nations decided recently to spend $73.5
million on Ethiopia. But the money will not go to feeding
the starving. Instead, it will be spent on building a lavish,
state-of-the-art conference centre for one of the U.N.‘s
innumerable agencies. The sum could have fed 125,000
Ethiopian families for one year, by providing cash grants.
The United States unsuccessfully opposed the decision,
calling it a cruel rebuff' to the poor and hungry Ethiopians.
SUDDEN INTEREST IN “ABUSE” SEEN AS A
GOVERNMENT PLOY. By Barbara Morris, author of
“Change agents in the Schools”.
The current media exploitation of the very real problem of child abuse and molestation has very little to do with
stopping the problem. But it does have a lot to do with
justifying government controlled day care and mandated
kindergarten for very young children.
Many states already have mandatory kindergarten for
five-year-olds, including parochial schools. In Mississippi,
for example, the legislature passed legislation for an Early
Childhood Development Measure for screening three- and
four-year-olds. Slowly but surely, by hook or crook, the
government is determined to “protect” little children from
their parents. Physical or sexual abuse is only one way
parents are said to abuse their children. Even worse, in the
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eyes of the totalitarians, are the traditional political and
religious values parents attempt to instill in their children.
Writing in the Futurist (February 1972), Dr Pierce
says the 21st century citizen will need an abundance of
affective skills and suggests that the much heralded TV
program “Sesame Street” is one model of how these skills
can be offered to children. “’Sesame Street’ has moved
American children …toward becoming planetary citizens.”
(Beware of TV, especially those programs aimed specifically at children; Monday-Friday 4-6pm and Saturday morning! CI).
RUPERT MURDOCH. A three-part expose (Spotlight, January 30, February 6-13 of 1984) of Rupert Murdoch’s acquisitions of many newspapers in Australia,
England, Europe, and finally in America revealed that the
publisher seeks “thought control”.
His vast financial holdings and billionaire backers
were revealed. His goals were also revealed when Murdoch
placed these demands before a man he promised to make
prime minister of Australia: Pursue a 100-percent proIsraeli policy, borrow vast sums from the International
Monetary Fund and the international banks and reinforce
laws protecting Murdoch’s media monopoly.
STAR WARS sounds good; Experts say it won’t
work. The trilateralists, and the older Bilderberg group in
which Rockefeller shares power with the Rothschilds of
Europe, have long influenced their governments to build
huge, profit producing war machines to “resist communism” while they support communism through trade and
loans guaranteed by the U.S. taxpayers.
So the forces that motivated Reagan to romanticize
about ending the threat of war were in action long before
the president’s famous speech. It’s being sold to an American public that longs for peace, and to a generation born on
a bull’s eye, as to the ultimate security blanket. It will
generate huge profits, none deny, and huge deficits all
agree. But it won’t work.
HELP FROM FRIENDS. (Spotlight Jan 21, 1985)
While millions of people have been starving in Ethiopia,
the government of Marxist dictator Col. Mengistu Haile
Mariam has been receiving a bounty of foreign military aid
from the government of Israeli. The Marxist regime has
been utilizing Israel’s military aid in putting down tribesmen who have challenged the communist regime. Mengistu’s other major patron is the Soviet Union.
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TAX “CUT” IS ACTUALLY A TAX INCREASE.
(Spotlight headline) (can we expect the same? CI).
THE BRAZIL EXPERIENGE. Brazil is now powering 1.5 million motor vehicles on pure alcohol made from
its own abundant sugarcane. Thanks to the energy turnaround, the nation cut spending on imported oil from $10
million in 1981 to $4.8 billion in 1984. Alcohol production
rose to two billion gallons this year, enough to replace
140,000 barrels of oil a day.
[Apparently the only requirement to run a car on alcohol is to have a larger size jet in the carburetor. Replacement carburetors which can be adjusted to run on several
substances as well as alcohol are available from THE
BROWN CARBURETOR COMPANY INC. (P.O. Box 89;
Draper, UT 84020-0589. U.S.A.). Write to Mike Brown for
his Fish Carburetor Book. He also has books on making
your own alcohol.
With the Australian cane farmers being in the situation
that they are, it is a great pity that nobody is able to get such
a project started here. We could operate on alcohol, and be
free of parity pricing of oil. The cane farmers could make
money again and jobs would increase. But seeing that the
Federal Government has just spent $100 million of taxpayers money to give to Bangladesh to establish their own
sugar industry, it is obvious that the One-Worlders who
control the government do not want Australia to industry,
CI].
JIMMY KELLER. We were extremely saddened to
hear of Pastor Emry’s battle with cancer. However, I am
sure you will join with all the others who are praying to the
God of Israel for his recovery, and also for those who are
carrying on the work in his place. Anybody who is interested in natural healing and the way those involved in it are
being treated; send $1 for a copy of “The Jimmy Keller
Story” who you will note from the newsletter is now
attending to Pastor Emry. Pray also for Jimmy Keller, as he
has been persecuted because he wants to work in healing
the sick.
May the God of our fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
open the eyes of His blinded Israel people, both to their
identity, and to their (national) sins.
In Christ,

Hendrik Roelofs
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Many Identity Christians have asked for my opinion of Dr James
Kennedy of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, with his rapidly expanding TV
ministry. This letter from one of his staff should adequately explain
his beliefs and his stand on some important subjects. Pastor Emry,
Lord’s Covenant Church, Box 30000, Phoenix, Arizona 85046

P.O. Box 40, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33302  (305) 973-4982

August, 1984
Mr Carl W. Gaede
RD 3, Box 4A
Meyersdale, PA 15552
Dear Mr Gaede,
Thank you for writing to Dr Kennedy. Because of his pastoral responsibilities, he will not be able to respond
to your letter personally. However, he has asked me to write you on his behalf and be of any help I can.
God chose the Jewish nation to bring salvation to the world through the Messiah (Galatians 3:16). When Jesus
came as the Jewish Messiah, some Jews rejected Him and some accepted Him. Those Jews who accepted Jesus as
the Messiah, became known as Christians and continue to be the “chosen people” of God. Those Jews who rejected
Christ continued to be called Jews but lost their special standing with God as His covenant people (Matthew 21:3346). In God’s kind grace, He has invited Gentiles to become a part of His covenant people and share in their salvation through faith in Christ (Romans 11). The Church of God is made up of believing Jews and Gentiles and has
become the people of God in this New Testament age. As Christians, we should be thankful that God has forgiven
our sins by the sacrifice of Christ. We have been saved by God’s mercy and grace alone. We should spread that
good news to both Gentiles and Jews that they, too, might believe and become a part of the Church of Christ. We
should love all men and cannot justify the anti-Semitic feelings of many in our society. We must call anti-Semitism
what it is -- SIN.
Thank you again for writing to Dr Kennedy. We trust that this letter has been of some help to you and that
God will bless you in every way as you attempt to follow Him.
Sincerely yours in Christ,

Norman R. Wise
Communications Coordinator
P.S.
Dr Kennedy believes in a system of prophecy called a-millennialism. In this view the church has been going
through different times of tribulation all during its existence. There may well be an increase of persecution just
before Christ returns, but there will be no rapture of the Church out of this world, until the day the Jesus comes to
judge the living and the dead and manifest His eternal kingdom upon the earth.
Dr Kennedy believes that heaven is the abode of God and that those who trust in Christ as their Lord and Savior go there when they die (2 Corinthians 5:1-10). Those who do not know Christ as their Savior are sent to suffer
in hades until the day of resurrection when they will be sent into the final lake of fire for all eternity. There they
will suffer for their sins for all eternity. Also at the resurrection the earth shall be restored and renewed. It shall
become a place where righteousness dwells. The New Jerusalem (the people of God) will come out of heaven and
be here on earth. God will dwell with his people upon a renewed earth and we shall know the joy of his fellowship
for all eternity (Revelation 20-22).
Seeking to fulfil the Great Commission through the media
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P.O. Box 40, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33302  (305) 973-4982

December 27, 1984

Pastor Ben Williams
P.O. Box 5334
Phoenix, AZ 85010
Dear Pastor Williams,
In response to your letter of December 12, 1984, I would like to make the following comments.
1. In regard to the holocaust, I have no substantial reason to doubt that five or six million
Jewish people were put to death. If the population of Europe and the Jewish community
was considerably smaller than presently thought then these figures would have to be lowered in accordance with the new estimates of the European and Jewish population. Yet,
these figures have not been proven.
2. Judaism is opposed to the basic doctrine of the Christian faith, which states “Christ is
Lord.” The Orthodox Judaism of today continues to teach the doctrines of the Pharisees,
as in Jesus’ day.
3. Most American Christians have accepted a view of prophecy which fails to recognize that
the present state of Israel is not God’s chosen nation and that the Jewish people of today
are not God’s chosen people. This has led to an undiscriminating support of Israel’s policies. I do not believe this is a biblical position since, as Christians, we are called upon to
bring all the nations to repentance, including Israel.
I trust these points clarify my position.
If you have further questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely yours in Christ,

Norman R. Wise
Communications Coordinator

Seeking to fulfil the Great Commission through the media
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THE 545 PEOPLE

Reprinted for the American People by:
LORD’S COVENANT CHURCH
P.O. BOX 30000
PHOENIX, AZ 85046
This article may be copied.

RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL
OF AMERICA’S WOES
THINK OF THIS IN TERMS OF AUSTRALIA.
The Liberals and the Labour Party!

BY CHARLEY REESE
Politicians are the only people in the world who create
problems and then campaign against them.
Have you ever wondered why, if both the Democrats
and the Republicans are against deficits, we have deficits?
Have you ever wondered why, if all the politicians are
against inflation and high taxes, we have inflation and high
taxes?
You and I don’t propose a federal budget. The president does. You and I don’t have the Constitutional authority
to vote on appropriations. The House of Representative.
does. You and I don’t write the tax code. Congress does.
You and I don’t set fiscal policy. Congress does. You and I
don’t control monetary policy. The Federal Reserve Bank
does.
One hundred senators, 435 congressmen, one president and nine Supreme Court justices - 545 human beings
out of 235 million - are directly, legally, morally and
individually responsible for the domestic problems that
plague this country.
I excluded the members of the Federal Reserve Board
because that problem was created by the Congress. In 1913,
Congress delegated its Constitutional duty to provide a
sound currency to a federally chartered but private central
bank.
I exclude all of the special interests and lobbyists for a
sound reason. They have no legal authority. They have no
ability to coerce a senator, a congressman or a president to
do one cotton-picking thing. I don’t care if they offer a
politician $1 million in cash. The politician has the power
to accept or reject it
No matter what the lobbyist promises, it is the legislator’s responsibility to determine how he votes.
A CONFIDENCE CONSPIRACY
Don’t you see now the con game that is played on the
people by the politicians? Those 545 human beings spend
much of their energy convincing you that what they did is
not their fault. They cooperate in this common con regardless of party.
What separates a politician from a normal human being is an excessive amount of gall. No normal human being
would have the gall of Tip O’Neill, who stood up and
criticized Ronald Reagan for creating deficits.
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The president can only propose a budget. He cannot
force the Congress to accept it. The Constitution, which is
the supreme law of the land, gives sole responsibility to the
House of Representatives for originating appropriations and
taxes.
O’Neill is speaker of the House. He is the leader of the
majority party. He and his fellow Democrats, not the
president, can approve any budget they want. If the president vetoes it, they can pass it over his veto.
REPLACE SCOUNDRELS
It seems inconceivable to me that a nation of 235 million cannot replace 545 people who stand convicted - by
present facts - of incompetence and irresponsibility.
I can’t think of a single domestic problem, from an
unfair tax code to defense overruns that is not traceable
directly to those 545 people.
When you fully grasp the plain truth that 545 people
exercise complete power of the federal government, then it
must follow that what exists is what they want to exist.
If the tax code is unfair, it’s because they want it unfair. If the budget is in the red, it’s because they want it in
the red. If the Marines are in Lebanon, it’s because they
want them in Lebanon.
There are no insoluble government problems. Do not
let these 545 people shift the blame to bureaucrats, whom
they hire and whose jobs they can abolish; to lobbyists,
whose gifts and advice they can reject; to regulator’s, to
whom they give the power to regulate and from whom they
can take it.
Above all, do not let them con you into the belief that
there exist disembodied mystical forces like “the economy”, “inflation” or “politics” that prevent them from doing
what they take an oath to do.
Those 545 people and they alone are responsible.
They and they alone have the power. They and they alone
should be held accountable by the people who are their
bosses - provided they have the gumption to manage their
own employees.
This article was taken from the Orlando Sentinel Star
newspaper.
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